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Databases

KidSearch

Speaker

AND

Google

Library

Speeches

Begin

Home

Photos

Subscription

Borchardt

Information

Primary sources

World Book Discover

CANNOT

Introduction

Secondary sources

World Book Student

Fill in the blanks with words from the word bank above. Each blank is worth 5 points.
Home Page
There are 1. _________________ different kinds of traditional sources listed.
2. _________________ originate from the same period as the events being studied.
3. _________________ are an example of a primary source. 4. _________________ are works
of history written after the time in which the events occurred. Secondary sources often draw from
primary sources for their information.
How To Search Online
Some websites and information can be accessed by anyone with internet access, but others are
available only through 5. _________________ (which means you have to pay money to have
access). The RBE Library has our own databases that can be accessed without a login and
password at school, and with a login or password from 6. _________________.
Databases are better than informational books because they are updated more
frequently than books, so the 7. _________________ they have is more current. You should
always put the word 8. _________________ between your keywords.

Name: ______________________________________ Teacher: _________________________

World Book Online
Encyclopedias can be a good place to 9. _________________ research. Reading an
encyclopedia article can give you a good 10. _________________ to your topic and provide you
with many of the facts you will need. Students in 3rd, 4th, or 5th grade should probably use
11. _________________or 12. _________________.

EBSCO
EBSCO allows you to search several different 13. _________________ at once. EBSCO has
magazine articles, newspaper articles, encyclopedia articles, 14. _________________, and
primary source documents. All of the magazine articles, newspaper articles, photos, and other
resources on EBSCO are not on the internet. You can't find them when you
15. _________________ because you have to pay to have access to these resources. Students
in 3rd, 4th, or 5th grade should probably use 16. _________________ .

Home Access To Databases
The login to use MackinVia at home is 17. _________________ and the password is
18. _________________. You 19. _________________ use the World Book and EBSCO search
boxes from home! Those only work at school. On the RBE Library website go to
20. _________________ where you will see the MACKIN VIA icon to click on.

